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Abstract The ability to comprehend, discuss, and use disciplinary texts is central to
graduate education. Although techniques for teaching writing have been well-
discussed, and even incorporated into graduate curricula, the same is not true for
techniques of scholarly reading, a crucial skill that is largely untaught and which
students must learn independently or through shared culture. We argue that more
explicit training in reading has potential benefits for graduate student education.
Drawing on thirty-six in-depth interviews with students in the social sciences, we focus
on the routines of managing academic reading, necessary for accessing information for
research. Graduate students develop techniques and schedules that permit them to read
rapidly or carefully, to read for different academic purposes, and to make information
retrievable through notating. We suggest how graduate programs might incorporate
reading education into the curriculum.
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BReading is experience. We are what we read.^

– Joseph Epstein
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Thirty years ago, Howard Becker (1986), one of the most distinguished practitioners
of the sociological craft, wrote a book that will never go out of style:Writing for Social
Scientists. At the time, few programs taught students how to write, despite its manifest
academic centrality. Becker recognized that writing is not merely an individual chal-
lenge, but also is a social act, which can be taught, discussed, and analyzed (Billig
2013; Zerubavel 1999). Today many programs train students in academic writing.

But what about reading, a skill even more taken-for-granted than writing? Like
writing – or thinking itself (Zerubavel 1997) – reading is social, shaped within a
community. Social interactions in academic fields and the professional purposes of
reading influence how individuals construct particular reading environments, selective-
ly attend to information in texts, and record information for later retrieval.

In their first weeks of graduate school, students learn that being able to discuss the
assigned texts is central to their reputation. This reputational work is important to how
students are viewed by both fellow students and professors, affecting their opportunities
(Ferrales and Fine 2005). They must prove themselves by engaging in relevant
discussion. Understandably, students feel that they must read what their instructors
assign, they must understand the assigned material (as judged by faculty members), and
they must extend what they have read in their required papers. Many students experi-
ence this intellectual pressure in a new environment, away from comforting support
systems. As a consequence, learning to read properly becomes one of the most salient
hurdles faced by students in postgraduate education — as does, ironically, learning not
to read, or at least to read incompletely. Students must read deeply (Roberts and
Roberts 2008) as well as skim, and they must know when to do each. This is a
traditional problem in professional socialization in which initiates are given more
material than they could ever process (Becker et al. 1961).

Although reading in graduate school is especially demanding due to the amount of
reading required for coursework, teaching responsibilities, comprehensive examina-
tions, and research, graduate training in reading is scarce. Reading is treated as a skill
that has previously been acquired and requires only practice and refinement (Adler and
Van Doren 1972). Moreover, while a scholarly literature exists on theories of reading,
many of these works either examine reading in light of such topics as its historical
development (Littau 2006), the biology or psychology of reading (Wolf 2007; Douglas
2015), or the best practices of training non-readers (Kohl 1998); however, little
attention has been given to how reading is part of the professional socialization of
graduate students (Richlin-Klonsky et al. 2001).1

To address this gap in both graduate training and the academic literature, we analyze
academic reading as a professional routine. We describe how students develop strategic
routines in order to be considered competent by (1) discovering optimal conditions for
reading at peak efficiency and adapting reading practices accordingly; (2) reading
strategically in light of their research purpose; and (3) making information retrievable
through strategies of recall. In each section, we identify techniques for teaching
academic reading to graduate students, and then present a sample syllabus.

1 Reports of how leading scholars read are sometimes spread informally. Pitirim Sorokin was known as a
scholar who read widely, if superficially. In contrast, his colleague Talcott Parsons had the reputation as a
selective, but deep, reader. How scholars move from reading to notating is less known, but Robert Merton, for
instance, had an elaborate system of note-taking and indexing (Hunt 1961: 61; Lawrence Nichols, 2016,
personal communication).
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Questioning Readers

Before developing techniques to improve the training of graduate students to read
effectively, we assess how students conceptualize their challenge. How do graduate
students think about the practice of reading? To this end, we conducted thirty-six semi-
structured, in-depth interviews with doctoral students in the social sciences. In order to
access a broad range of reading styles, we selected the disciplines of history, sociology,
and economics, using a snowball sampling method to interview 12 students in each
discipline. Assuming that the status of the school might matter, we interviewed students
at two research universities. Eighteen students were enrolled in a first-tier, private
suburban university and 18 students attended a second-tier, urban public university.
As a result, we interviewed six students in six different departments. In each depart-
ment, we selected students at different points of their graduate studies, interviewing two
students in their second year of graduate school, two students in their third or fourth
year of graduate school, and two ABD students (Table 1). This allowed us to examine
how reading practices evolved throughout graduate school. On average, interviews
lasted ninety minutes, were audio-recorded, and were conducted in a place of the
interviewee’s choosing, usually a café or office. We asked informants to describe how
their reading practices evolved during graduate school, their process of reading a
monograph or article, their note-taking and organizational practices, and their daily
reading rituals.

Given the diversity of discipline, school, and stage of training, we hope that these
interviews, even if not randomly selected, reflect a diversity of perspectives.
Specifically, history students tend to read the most, with monographs comprising the
majority of readings; economics students tended to read the least, with reading con-
centrated on textbooks and articles with mathematical models; and sociology students
were in-between, reading both articles and monographs, drawing from both quantitative
and qualitative methods. Despite different content, students’ reading strategies evolved
in similar ways across these disciplines. Furthermore, there is much individual vari-
ability in this sample, and those from more privileged backgrounds and universities are
typically better trained; however, even students from the most privileged backgrounds
are relatively unprepared for graduate-level reading. In the larger project we describe

Table 1 Interviewees

First-tier, Private University Second-tier, Public University

History Department 2 2nd Year Students 2 2nd Year Students

2 3rd/4th Year Students 2 3rd/4th Year Students

2 ABD Students 2 ABD Students

Sociology Department 2 2nd Year Students 2 2nd Year Students

2 3rd/4th Year Students 2 3rd/4th Year Students

2 ABD Students 2 ABD Students

Economics Department 2 2nd Year Students 2 2nd Year Students

2 3rd/4th Year Students 2 3rd/4th Year Students

2 ABD Students 2 ABD Students
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disciplinary differences, differences in year, and differences in university, but here we
combine all thirty-six students into a single sample.

Developing Academic Routines

Optimizing Reading

Reading as an educational task may be unconsidered, but as they enter a strange and
ambiguous environment, graduate students treat reading as a challenge. One student
beginning her second year explains the centrality of concentration:

I can’t overestimate the importance for me of having a good reading space, a
place where you can go and concentrate. The sooner you figure out what that is
and what really bothers you and what works for you, the more efficient you’ll get
at reading.

Students do not magically discover perfect reading spaces; rather, students infor-
mally test different reading environments – varying in time, space, and social stimuli –
to find which environments are most conducive to reading and adapt their practices
accordingly. We find that there is not a one-size-fits-all model for reading, as students
are productive in different environments. Instead, we assert that students should
experiment with reading in different environments early in their graduate training,
assess how much and how well they read in each setting, and adapt their routines to
access their ideal reading environments.

Students adjust their schedules to read when they are most alert, and this varies by
student. Some students are night owls, others are afternoon workers, and still others are
most productive in the morning. A second-year student describes himself as a Bnight
worker,^ explaining:

A typical day for me would be waking up between ten and noon, having courses
and stuff during the afternoon, and then my more productive reading hours are
from nine to four or five A.M. because it’s quiet... so I can totally devote myself
to the readings.

Another second-year student describes how she structured her reading hours around
when her ADHD medication worked most effectively:

I have ADHD and I’m on a patch. So I usually sit down for my breakfast and put
my patch on. It takes about two hours to kick in... Reading and productivity is
probably at its best from two hours after I wake up until about six, seven hours
later. If I’m going to really get work done, it’s in that time slot. As the night
progresses and as my meds wear off—like I can’t read theory during that time. I
have to read theory more during the peak of my meds.

As graduate students develop personal routines, their reading schedules tend to
become more regular. An ABD student recalls how his schedule evolved over time,
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becoming more concentrated after his first year as he shifted from working idiosyn-
cratically to adopting a Bnine to five^ schedule:

For the first year, I still didn’t do the nine to five thing, which was so stupid. I
should have, but you never feel like the day is done... So I started that here second
year, and it worked well with [my wife’s] work schedule... I just wanted home to
be a place where I didn’t have to worry about school, so I made school in my
mind like my job.

Even if students spend fewer hours ostensibly working, they find that separating
their working and non-working hours is more productive. Students come to view
reading as work time, in which their attention is Bon,^ and they are motivated to finish
readings in a set amount of time; conversely, set non-work hours allow students to relax
and avoid burnout.

Graduate students learn to take breaks from reading, not only during their daily
schedules, but also during the reading process itself. Without breaks, students find that
they eventually begin to read more slowly, have trouble understanding the text, and have
poor information recall. Students use different methods for breaks: some take breaks when
they notice their attention flagging, others after a set amount of time spent reading, and still
others as a reward for finishing an article or a book chapter, as this student explained:

A lot of times I smoke a cigarette. A lot of times I’ll get something small to eat,
even just check my email. Something just to break things up, but I’m pretty picky
about where I have my breaks. I like to do it at a section ending or a chapter
ending and a lot of times — BOK, when you get to this point, you can take a
break,^ so it’s a little bit like a carrot hanging over my head.

As with finding the right time to read, finding one’s preferred space is essential to
reading efficiency. Like schedules, these places are personal, as some students work
more productively from home, others from cafes, and still others from library carrels or
department cubicles.

Especially at the library, it’s like we’re all working toward something. It’s like a
mental state. It’s like, Bthis is where you work.^... I need to physically remove
myself from my living space in order to get work done. I do find that I do my best
work at libraries where there’s some chaos, people moving around.

Places are characterized by different levels and forms of environmental sound.
Although some students require monastic silence, aided by earplugs or noise-
cancelling headphones, others enjoy the buzz of ambient conversations or background
music. Furthermore, while many students use laptops for reading articles or taking
notes, electronic gadgets can be distracting due the constant offer of stimuli via
telecommunications and social media. As a result, as a means to prevent fritters
(Bernstein 1972), some students disable capabilities on their phones:

I will take the SIM card out of my phone so I can’t dick around on the internet or
text people, but I want it because it has music on it and a clock. So I will take that
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to the coffee shop around the street, so that will help. So I do rituals like that.
Adding or deleting various digital devices that can aid me or distract me.

Studies show no negative effect of listening to most kinds of background music
on reading (Johansson et al. 2012; Olivers and Nieuwenhuis 2005); however,
when students attempt to multi-task by concurrently using telecommunication,
such as instant messaging, and social media, reading takes students substantially
longer, although their reading comprehension is not significantly impaired
(Bowman et al. 2010; Fox et al. 2009).

Of course, the ideal of optimizing one’s reading environment is not always feasible.
Social and professional obligations, such as family responsibilities and classes, can
interrupt students’ peak reading hours, and students may not always have access to
vacant desks; instead, students may have to read when limp with exhaustion or when
standing in a crowded subway car. These are environmental realities to which students
must adapt.

Teaching to Optimize the Reading Environment

Reading routines are variable; strategies that are effective for one student distract
another. The absence of uniformity presents a challenge in training students in best
practices, but not an impossible one. First, instructors can assign students to read
texts under several different conditions and then write a précis of each text.
Asking students to read a scholarly essay an hour after awakening, in the middle
of the day, and an hour before bed may provoke varying responses among
students. These experiences clarify one’s choices, particularly in contrast with
the experiences of others. Likewise, reading an article with music, silence, and
in a café can be profoundly different experiences, and provides an opening for
discussion of personal preferences. One might also consider which substances,
legal or not (coffee, alcohol, recreational drugs, ADHD medications), are con-
sumed prior to the reading. As with Howard Becker’s technique of asking students
to describe the conditions under which they write (Becker 1986: 2–3), such
techniques may generate laughter, embarrassment, and recognition.

Another assignment that provokes discussion is to require that graduate
students keep a Breading journal^ during the first semester in which students
note their concentration level as they experiment with different times, spaces,
noise levels, and social stimuli. This extends the previous technique where
students read at various times and places. These journals – and the shared
discussion – allow students to recognize their optimal reading routine by forcing
them to attend to how their concentration levels vary. The goal is not to read
longer, but to read smarter.

Extraction Routines

When reading academic articles and monographs, skimming (or scanning) is essential
(Abbott 2014), but this skill must be acquired. Many students do not enter graduate
school knowing how to skim for academic purposes. Skimming seems like cheating.
However, in time, successful students develop techniques of quick reading as older
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graduate students – but rarely professors – instruct them to skim as a necessary feature
of academic life (Hunt et al. 2012). A few students recalled instruction in skimming by
noble professors:

Another thing I had been hearing a lot from faculty in the fall [of my first year]
when I talked about the enormous amount of reading associated with graduate
school was BYou aren’t expected to read everything^…I didn’t really know how
to do that in practice, even though in theory it seemed kind of the common
wisdom. And what [this professor] really taught us, she actually ran exercises
where we were given fifteen to twenty minutes to read and she basically told us to
kind of look for things that would follow mostly a natural sciences model, to
think about a specific question, a larger general question that specific question
speaks to, the data used to pursue this question, the methods used to analyze that
data, the findings and then the conclusions or implications.

Unfortunately, most students must fend for themselves in learning when and how to
do the Bgraduate skim.^ In the absence of explicit professional socialization, students
struggle as they find their reading loads unmanageable and their reading practices
ineffective. Students experience stress and guilt when they inevitably fail at the
impossible task of Breading everything^ (Grady et al. 2014). Like students in medical
school (Becker et al. 1961), there is too much information to master, and so students
muddle through, given time constraints, developing collective strategies. Their idealism
must adjust to reality. As a result, students explain that they learn to avoid reading every
word by rapidly scanning parts of the texts:

In my first year I read in more of a standard way. I would read things start to
finish... I basically thought that I learn best by sitting down and reading the whole
thing because that’s what I’d done in high school, in college, and it had worked
for me. And that’s how we’re taught... [In skimming] you’re looking more at the
introduction and the conclusion... When you get into particular subfields, you
learn that people follow each other stylistically, not just in their writing and in
their interpretive genealogy, but in the structure of the book itself... You pick up
these little tricks.

Rather than a mark of dishonesty, skimming is a basic survival skill. In reading a
text, graduate students evaluate the effort involved, weighing time versus the informa-
tion to be gained, ideally put to use, directly or indirectly, in their research and writing.
Skimming often seems the best option. As graduate students progress, they read less of
what they Bread,^ even if they spend the same amount of time reading, covering more
material. While graduate students read some articles closely – typically those articles
central to their own research and those that they must engage with deeply– they read
most articles to survey the terrain of a sociological conversation. Graduate students also
change from a detail-oriented recall useful in their undergraduate careers to a focus on
theoretical connections, as this ABD student explains:

I would go to the literature review and I would go, BI am situating this project
within organization, social movements, and education.^
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To access these academic conversations, graduate students develop strategic rou-
tines, varying the depth of reading of each section:

I’ll read the introduction, the first part of the lit review, and then I’ll glance at the
first paragraph in each section of the data section. I’ll take notes on the introduc-
tion and conclusion, for sure. The middle stuff, I’ll sort of skim through and if it’s
literature I know, I’ll skip the literature review.

Typically, students first read the abstract carefully. This is the précis of the text. If the
abstract lacks relevance, students often read no further. Next, unsurprisingly, they read
the introduction fairly closely. Then they skip to the conclusion, which they usually read
thoroughly (Some students skim the rest of the article first; regardless, they read the
introduction and the conclusion in more detail). Finally, many skim the rest of the article
by reading the first sentence of each paragraph, letting their eyes gloss over the remaining
text. Depending on their purpose, theymay skip entire sections, such as the methodology.

Teaching the BDeep Dive^ and the BGraduate Skim^

Teaching graduate students to adjust their reading styles to the tasks that are
required should be part of any graduate training. The second author well-recalls
the daunting demands to read 1000-pages in a week without being trained how to
skim. He felt – at first – that he was swimming in an unending sea of words.
Likewise, he recalls a seminar class in which two hours were spent on two pages
of text, with every last meaning wrung from the words, or so it seemed. Both
skimming and deep reading stand apart from fact-based reading skills necessary
for undergraduate success. These skills should be taught early in graduate school.
Assignments that require that students read short passages – sentence-by-sentence
or phrase-by-phrase – and discuss their theoretical density potentially persuade
students that every word and idea matters in core texts and in their writing.
Obviously not every paragraph will do, but a well-selected text pays dividends.
The more one deep-reads Durkheim, Weber, Freud, Marx, or Simmel, the more
one learns not only how to critically analyze theory but also how to make one’s
own theoretical contributions.

Similarly, providing students with collective experiences of skimming can produce
graduate success by facilitating selective accrual of information across a wide literature.
Asking students to skim a book in an hour and then to discuss it is one means by which
skimming can be taught and the advantages and drawbacks of quick reading can be
analyzed. Through this process, students become familiarized with the structure of
arguments and where information is likely to be located. Here the mantra of Bfirst and
last^ is crucial: One typically reads the first chapter (or introduction) and last chapter
(or conclusion); the first and last section of a chapter; the first and last paragraph of a
section; and even the first and last sentence of a paragraph (Malone 1997: 117).
Instructors should help students transition from a Bflow^ method of reading (first to
last) by discussing alternate patterns (first and last). Of course, writers need to write
considering the rules of the Bgraduate skim^ in order for the technique to be successful,
and students need to recognize when texts are not written according to this convention
and adapt their reading patterns accordingly.
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Unlike teaching students to find their optimal reading environment, teaching the
Bgraduate skim^ is closer to a one-size-fits-all model. It is a part of occupational culture.
This assumes that, with regards to reading, faculty and students – fellow disciplinary
laborers – are on the same side. It is not a betrayal of academic standards for professors
to disabuse students of the belief that they must read every word. This should be done at
the beginning of seminars (no matter how tempting it is to expect students to skim only
in other seminars!). As students skim, they should practice reading for specific purposes,
such as for the theoretical frame or empirical results, and they should experiment with
adapting their reading accordingly. Similar to discovering one’s optimal reading envi-
ronment, students must learn effective skimming methods early. Rather than trial-and-
error skimming, reading seminars can provide the necessary training to acquire this skill.

Making Information Usable

Academic reading involves comprehending the text as well as devising methods of
recall. Note-taking aids in both of these purposes. First, note-taking promotes deeper
understanding of the text by forcing graduate students to attend to and critically
consider the most valuable information. A second year student explains:

I try to highlight. It helps me to focus. I find that the highlights themselves don’t
help me afterwards, but actually looking and interacting with the paper is going to
help me focus on the reading. If something is really unusual, if something strikes
me, I will write it down.

Note-taking also provides a record of the information that the graduate student found
most significant. Given that the student has an efficient system of organization, this record
can be quickly retrieved to access the information, such as commenting in class, studying
for comprehensive exams, or adding a citation. Notes are material markers of memory.
Some students develop intricate note-taking systems with distinct grammars, using italics,
bold font, and brackets, to distinguish different kinds of notes, such as a quote from the
text versus students’ own commentary. Because of the scholar’s need for accuracy,
remembering where information can be found is as important as remembering the
information itself, so students often reference specific page numbers in notes. Students
often use bullet points or outline formats for readability. A third year student explained her
note-taking process, involving both index cards and computer notes:

I put in bold any quotes I might want to use or anything really important. I don’t
use any italics because that way I know if there is italics, then it is italics from the
reading... I put the reference at the top; I put the page number after each thing so
that if I cite it, I have the page numbers right there. I never have to go back and
look for stuff. So the page number is all ready to go... Then it is easy to copy and
paste the stuff, the references, for example, or if I want to use a quote... So that I
don’t have to go finding things.

This intricate process allows her to access the main points of readings as necessary.
Because of the scholar’s need for accuracy, remembering where information can be
found is as important as remembering the information itself.
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Notes often include students’ perception of the main points of the text, comments on
strengths and weaknesses of the text, and reflections on the connections between the
text and other related texts; however, as with the practice of skimming, graduate
students adapt note-taking routines to their specific goals, such as class discussions,
preliminary exams, or their research. For class discussion, students typically take fewer
notes and are less fastidious about archiving these notes when they do not expect to
return to the reading. Instead, they write notes in anticipation of certain questions they
expect to be asked, as this third year student describes:

I anticipate that performance, that sort of competitive seminar atmosphere, so I
am kind of thinking ahead and I write down... all those clichés I am going to say
where this author failed. I write down all those things, so that if I do get to class
the next day and I haven’t slept much or I am lazy or haven’t had my coffee, I can
still get through class without looking like I am retarded.

In contrast, when graduate students read for preliminary exams, they focus on key
arguments connecting different texts in preparation for writing essays that address a
question by referencing the main arguments in many readings:

If it is for my general field exam, I just want to remember the argument and how
it relates to other books. I don’t care about every detail. It is good to remember a
few key details about some books. Then when you are in your general field exam
and they ask you a question about the origins of the French Revolution, you can
talk about one book that you particularly liked and throw out a few details. You
read strategically.

As students advance, they read mostly for their own research, especially their
dissertations. This requires attending to either specific data or broader arguments. An
ABD student explains:

I was just reading this master’s thesis from 1961 about this politician from
Wisconsin in the thirties that I write a lot about. So I am kind of reading line
by line and taking notes, this is more information I might not know already about
this guy. But that’s different from what I did yesterday, where I was reading this
book about infrastructure in the 1810s and 1820s, and for that I kind of closely
read the intro and I took a lot of just block quotation notes from the intro. And
then maybe like the intro to chapter one, and then just kind of like skimmed
through the rest of the chapters and read the epilogue. Because the point is to get
the argument of the book.

Just as graduate students develop routines for when and where they prefer to read,
they also develop routines of note-taking. Some students prefer to take notes on a
computer, while others compose notes by hand in a notebook; still others write on the
monograph or article. Furthermore, some students take notes while reading, whereas
others underline while reading, writing notes afterwards. The dual purposes of note-
taking – aiding understanding and information retrieval – sometimes create trade-offs.
Most students find, and research shows, that they often understand and retain
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information better when they read from hard copies (Dillon 1992; Mangen et al. 2013)
and write notes by hand (Mueller and Oppenheimer 2014); however, students also
appreciate that computerized readings and notes are optimal for storage and
organization:

I really cannot read on a screen. I really need to hold a piece of paper and write on
a piece of paper. And I always end up creating double work for myself because
eventually I want my notes on that page to be on my computer. So I read through,
I write a billion notes, I underline things, I write questions... and then I type up
from the article what I think is relevant to the project I am pursuing... the
overarching problem is that I feel I create too much work for myself. I have over
time gravitated toward taking more notes on my computer and minimal notes on
the paper, just enough to flag what I think is important.

***

You can’t remember everything in your dissertation or everything you read, so
you need the computer as an aid to help you remember. Handwritten notes will
help you remember a little bit better, but it is a lot harder to search through your
handwritten notes for that one book you read that one time.

Students often transition to computerized notes as they embark on long-term
projects, such as dissertations, and shift from short-term ones, like seminar papers.
Because graduate projects typically last longer and involve more active recall of
information than undergraduate projects, graduate students must learn new note-
taking strategies:

When I did myMaster’s, it was just kind of a mess. I think that was because I was
still trying to learn how to read. I would read an article and would do bullet points
and they weren’t even bullet points of the main points. They would just be bullet
points for BOoh, I want to go back to this.^ I think that was partly because I didn’t
understand the idea of an academic conversation and I was just pulling points out
and not necessarily looking at where the articles fit in with other articles in the
same field. Now that I understand that, as I look at doing my dissertation proposal
in a couple of months, I imagine that I’m going to try to take notes that are more
about what this main idea is and how it’s fitting in instead of these very tiny
details about this percentage of people.

While in college, students typically read for short-term purposes, such as term
papers and final exams, and may rely largely on memory or write brief notes
(Caverly and Orlando 1991). Graduate students find these note-taking routines insuf-
ficient for their academic purposes, which require them to retrieve information long
after completing the reading. Thus, these routines must evolve. Retrieval techniques are
central, and notes must be structured and organized. The goal is no longer memory, but
rather capturing the key arguments, determining how this argument is embedded in a
broader academic conversation, and identifying how the argument relates to their own
research (Adler and Adler 2005).
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Teaching Note-Taking

Graduate students often bemoan the Blost years^ of notes from early in their academic
careers. This reflects the reality that training in organizing information has not been part
of the process of academic socialization in graduate school. Awise program recognizes
that the skills of information retrieval are central to academic success and should be
taught to first-year students. It is a start, but not sufficient, that professors should inform
incoming graduate students to take notes on every reading. More important is instruc-
tion in organizing rapidly amassing notes. As suggested above, instructors can train
students in the demands of academic reading through shared exercises. By practicing
different methods of note-taking, students acquire the critical skill of identifying and
recording central theoretical frameworks and empirical findings. These assignments
can be examined in class, and the benefits and drawbacks of each should be reviewed.
Through explicit instruction on note-taking, students can make a smooth transition into
a professional mode of academic reading that contextualizes reading into larger aca-
demic conversations and renders this information retrievable for long-term projects,
projects that may span an academic lifetime.

A Reading Syllabus

Part of the skill of teaching is to share difficulties with students that they might
otherwise discover on their own, but through a longer and more challenging process
which usually takes years. We argue that students benefit from systematic training in
graduate level reading. For purposes of this article, we propose a schematic course
structure: BReading for the Social Sciences.^ In order to suggest how such a course
might operate, we present a sample syllabus. We assume a seminar that meets once a
week over a ten-week quarter or as part of a longer professionalization class that
operates during a semester, containing exercises and assignments that use existing
coursework readings. This structure is an ideal that may not always be realistic, given
institutional constraints. This syllabus can be adapted in various other ways by being
compressed into fewer sessions, chosen from selectively, or included as part of a longer
course on teaching or professionalization. Specifically, a shorter module or even a
single workshop on reading practices could employ classroom exercises from weeks
four through six, while a module or workshop focused on note-taking could use
exercises from weeks seven through nine, as described below. Each instructor will
orient the course to her own expertise, and we do not suggest the particular sociological
texts used for class assignments.

BReading for the Social Sciences^: A Graduate Seminar

Week 1: Introduction to Reading in the Social Sciences

Discussion Topics This first class meeting raises core questions for the remainder of
the quarter. The instructional goal is to have students consider how reading is a skill set
that can be learned and how graduate school reading differs from undergraduate
reading. Students should discuss their fears and concerns in gathering and using (or
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misusing) information. Prior to this course, what are students’ reading rituals? What is
one’s reading life as a form of practice?

Sample reading:

Adler, Mortimer, and Charles Van Doren. 1972. How to Read a Book: The Classic
Guide to Intelligent Reading. New York: Simon and Schuster.

Week 2: Reading – What Do We Know?

Discussion Topics This week addresses what scholars of reading have argued about
the history, cognitive basis, and physiological practices of reading. What do we know
about reading as a form of activity?

Sample readings:

Douglas, Yellowlees. 2015. The Reader’s Brain: How Neuroscience Can Make
You Smarter. Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press.
Littau, Karin. Littau 2006. Theories of Reading: Books, Bodies, and Bibliomania.
Cambridge: Polity.
Wolf, Maryanne. 2007. Proust and the Squid: The Story and Science of the
Reading Brain. New York: Harper.

Week 3: The Reality of Reading

Exercise Informal Reading Workshop – Several ABD graduate students discuss
how they Blearned to read^ (finding their optimal reading environment, skim-
ming and deep reading patterns, reading for different purposes, and taking
notes).

Assignment Record the place, time, social stimuli, as well as your perceived concen-
tration, comprehension, and productivity while reading. Maintain this reading journal
throughout the seminar. Each week, review your journal to identify patterns of
attention.

Sample reading:

Foster, Thomas. 2003. How to Read Literature Like a Professor. New York:
Harper.

Week 4: The Graduate Skim

Exercise Learning to Skim – Read a selected article in thirty minutes, using a
highlighter or pen to underline significant text. Identify highlighting patterns and
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compare these patterns with other students. Discuss how to identify significant text,
where this text is located, and how to read sections of the text in different orders.

Assignment Practice skimming with coursework readings for a week. Record the
amount of time spent on each text and the structure of significant text in both
monographs and articles.

Sample reading:

Bayard, Pierre. 2007. How to Talk About Books You Have not Read. New York:
Bloomsbury USA.

Week 5: Deep (or Close) Reading

Exercise Reading Deep – Read two pages of complex sociological text for a full thirty
minutes, taking notes in the process. Identify the author’s arguments, both those that are
explicit and those that implicitly connect to other arguments. Then examine the two
pages on a line-by-line basis, comparing students’ interpretations. Discuss how argu-
ments can operate on several levels. Durkheim, Freud, Bourdieu, Parsons, or Foucault
work well for this purpose.

Assignment Practice deep reading with portions of works for other classes, particularly
texts that engage with theoretical analysis, writing memos that extend the text to ideas
that are generated through the process of reading.

Sample reading:

Birkerts, Sven. 1994. The Gutenberg Elegies: The Fate of Reading in an
Electronic Age. London: Faber and Faber.

Week 6: Reading for What?

Exercise Multi-purpose Reading – Discuss the four main academic reading purposes
students encounter in graduate school: (1) coursework readings; (2) readings for
teaching assistantships and instruction; (3) readings for comprehensive exams and
essays; and (4) readings for research. Break into groups with each reading for one of
these purposes. Each group presents to the class how they adapted their reading patterns
for their assigned purpose.

Assignment Describe your ideal reading environments and strategize how to adapt
your daily routines to optimize your reading accordingly.

Sample reading:

Prose, Francine. 2006. Reading Like a Writer: A Guide for People Who Love
Books and for Those Who Want to Write Them. New York: Harper.
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Week 7: Learning to Take Notes

Exercise Learning to Take Notes – Discuss different note-taking methods, including
the content and form of notes, using Bmodel^ reading notes from advanced graduate
students and professors as examples. Spend 30 minutes taking digital notes on the
article used in the BLearning to Skim^ assignment. Compare notes to identify signif-
icant information for long-term retrievability.

Assignment Take notes on coursework readings, attending to the amount of time spent
taking notes and patterns of significant information for coursework purposes. Practice
taking notes in different forms (for example, writing on articles and in books, transfer-
ring longhand to digitized notes, or directly digitizing notes).

Sample reading:

Mueller, Pam and Daniel Oppenheimer. 2014. BThe Pen is Mightier than the
Keyboard: Advantages of Longhand over Laptop Note Taking.^ Psychological
Science 25(6):1159–1168.

Week 8: Multi-Purpose Note-Taking

Exercise Multi-purpose Note-taking – Break into four groups, with each group skim-
ming and taking notes on an article for coursework, teaching, comprehensive exams, or
research. Each group discusses and then presents to the class how they adapted their
note-taking patterns for their assigned purpose.

Assignment Choose an article, one that has received some critical attention, and take
notes on it as if it were an assignment for class, to be used in comprehensive exams, or
for your own research agenda. How do the notes differ? How does the style of note-
taking affect recall?

Sample reading:

Booth, Wayne, Gregory Colomb, and Joseph Williams. 2008. The Craft of
Research, Third Edition. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.

Week 9: Sustainable Note-Taking

Exercise Sustainable Note-taking – Discuss how notes can be optimally organized for
efficient and long-term retrievability. Create an organizational system for your notes.
Consider whether to organize notes by course, subfield, or project and create a uniform
titling method.

Assignment Relying only on the abstracts of ten articles in the same substantive
area (but ideally using different methodologies), take notes on them, and then
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develop a systematic organizational system in which the material in those texts
can be retrieved when necessary.

Sample reading:

Abbott, Andrew. 2014. Digital Paper: A Manual for Research and Writing with
Internet and Library Materials. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.

Week 10: Reading and Writing

Exercise Integrating Writing and Reading – Begin the exercise by writing an abstract
in class for a paper that you are in the process of researching and writing. For each
sentence, make note of the readings that stand behind the claim in the text. Justify the
argument in light of the readings on which you rely.

Assignment As the last assignment of the term, take a piece of your own writing that
has citations and justify each citation. What did you learn from reading the work that
you have cited?

Sample readings:

Becker, Howard. 1986.Writing for Social Scientists: How to Start and Finish Your
Thesis, Book, or Article. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
Zerubavel, Eviatar. 1999. The Clockwork Muse: A Practical Guide to Writing
Theses, Dissertations and Books. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press.

Reading Rites

Reading is a crucial skill for graduate education, and one that has been almost
entirely overlooked in academic pedagogy. With its absence as a topic of training,
students have had to Bmake do,^ developing routines on their own and on the
basis of advice from fellow students and the occasional helpful instructor. We
argue that social science scholarship can be significantly improved with greater
attention to the skills of reading.

To this end, academics must recognize that reading is a skill that should not be
taken for granted. It needs to be discussed and practiced. Just as Howard Becker (1986)
had students describe the rituals and routines that directed their writing – however
eccentric and embarrassing these practices – the same needs to be done with the rituals
and routines of reading. Students must be aware that reading is a common challenge,
not simply an idiosyncratic concern. While reading is an archetypal personal experience
– the student and the text – the experience becomes meaningful in that others share the
same experience and recognize common obstacles. As C. Wright Mills (1959) noted,
too often we treat our problems as being personal without realizing how broadly they
are felt. This is the basis of the sociological imagination.
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However, this is not all that is necessary. Just as there are writing exercises, faculty
must develop reading exercises that demand particular types of reading: skimming,
deep reading, and notating. Rather than treating reading as a single act, reading should
be discussed in terms of the distinct challenges of seminar assignments, qualifying
exams, and research papers and theses. The way in which we read is a function of how
the outcome of reading is to be used. All of these techniques – and others – reveal what
had been unconsidered, but is essential, for occupational success.

We must acknowledge one salient implication of our endeavor: We are reinforcing
conventional standards of reading and writing. Professionalization in any field always
requires a level of conformity to conventions while also allowing for some flexibility in
these norms. We recognize that different models exist for both reading and writing. By
making explicit these often implicit reading practices, we aim to ease students’
transition from being a consumer of knowledge to becoming a producer. Facilitating
students’ understandings of how academic texts can be efficiently digested hones,
rather than stifles, students’ skills in critical thinking and sociological analysis.
Ultimately, reading is a central skill of the research life – perhaps the key skill. Its
erasure as a topic of training is problematic. Learning to read deeply and learning to
read quickly have considerable benefits in making oneself and others feel that you
belong. Reading is not only a technique by which information is gathered and then
mobilized, but part of the very core of what it means to be an academic in training.

Crack the books!
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